Abstract-Uncertainties, such as renewable generation and load consumption, has been a major source of risk in power system planning. To safely incorporate these uncertainties, we need to ensure all physical constraints affected are satisfied at high probability level. To manage the uncertainties, different stochastic optimal power flow formulations have been proposed. Conventional approaches either provide over-conservative results or rely on accurate estimates on uncertainty distributions. Recently, an alternative distributionally robust optimal power flow formulations with only data-driven moment information are shown to provide better trade-offs between objective and reliability. In this paper, we further consider a distributionally robust optimal power flow problems with both moment and unimodality information, based on the facts that most practical uncertainties are unimodal. We formulate the problem using chance constraint and provide various reformulations and approximations with efficient solving techniques. We evaluate the proposed approaches on modified IEEE 118/300-bus system with high penetrated renewable generation, and demonstrate the values of including the unimodality information and benefits against the conventional approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
T O resolve the uncertainty challenge and ensure the system operations are resilient to different uncertainties, previous works used chance constraint to formulate a stochastic optimal power flow (OPF) problem in which physical constraints are forced to be satisfied at high probability levels [1] - [7] . As conventional approaches to solve the chance constrained (CC) problem, we can either use randomized methodologies with empirical uncertainty scenarios [8] , [9] , various analytical reformulations assuming known distributions [4] , [5] , [7] , [10] , and sample average approximation to approximate the probability level of constraint violation [11] , [12] . For randomized methodologies such as scenario approach or probabilistically robust method, at high confidence level, they require large numbers of scenarios, high computational effort and provide overly conservative results against the pre-defined probability level. For analytical reformulations, less computational efforts are needed as the reformulation only uses key statistical information like moments but their results can suffer from low reliability as the assumption of the uncertainty distribution might be biased from the true one. For sample average approximation, it illustrates better performance with increasing number of samples but it also introduces heavy computation burdens as more binary variables and constraints are included at the same time. Hence, our objective of the work is to seek new approaches that are efficient to solve and generate high quality solutions (i.e., low objective costs and high reliability).
Recently, to robustify the results against the ambiguous distribution estimate, a distributionally robust (DR) optimization formulation is proposed, in which all the probabilistic constraints or expectation objectives are satisfied or evaluated considering the worst case probability distributions within a data-driven ambiguity set [13] - [16] . This new formulation is closely related to robust and stochastic optimization if the ambiguity set includes only support information or a singleton distribution. Hence, with proper statistical information involved in the ambiguity sets, DR optimization can achieve a better trade-off in terms of objective costs and reliability against current approaches and possibly presents reasonable computational tractability.
In previous DR studies on OPF problems, tractable reformulations are achieved if this ambiguity set is either moment based [17] - [23] , statistical density-based [24] - [26] or includes structural information like symmetry [10] , unimodality [10] , [18] , [27] , [28] , and log-concavity [29] . In [20] , the author considers an ambiguity set with first and second moments to solve a single period OPF problem. Their results present a good trade-off between objective performance and computational tractability. Similar with moment-based ambiguity set, [21] considers two-sided joint chance constraint for generator and transmission line limit constraints. In [10] , [18] , the authors use analytical reformulation techniques from a univariate random variable to consider structural properties like symmetry and unimodality (with no data-driven mode values). [24] - [26] use the ambiguity sets that quantify the difference between real distribution and data-based distribution with different metrics. Similar to [27] , [28] , in this paper, we incorporate a generalized multivariate unimodal distributions with fixed mode into known first and second moment in our ambiguity set. In practice, most uncertainties (i.e., wind generation) follow a bell-shape (unimodal) distribution with single peak and decaying tails. To further quantify the shape of the distribution, we use the concept called α-unimodality with α as the parameter.
As contributions of the paper, we first apply the results in [28] , and propose multiple distributionally robust chance constrained (DRCC) optimization methodologies by incorporating the unimodality information into the moment-based ambiguity sets. To solve the problem, we give the exact reformulations and asymptotic sandwich approximations in second-order cone programs (SOCPs). For the exact reformulation, we provide an efficient solving algorithms to quickly identify the worstcase violated constraints through iterations. In addition, we define a new optimal parameter selection (OPS) problem to determine the optimal sandwich approximation of the DRCC problem. The OPS problem is equivalent to finding the optimal piecewise linear (PWL) outer approximation of a concave function. This also enables us a new off-line approximation against the current on-line approximation. As support, we give mathematical proofs for the optimality condition and existence guarantee and provide a heuristic algorithm to solve for the optimal parameters. Finally, we compare all the proposed formulations with analytical reformulation under Gaussian assumption, probabilistic robust method, and DR formulation without unimodality. Specifically, we evaluate each approach to gain insight of the underlying benefits and trade-offs in terms of objective costs, computational tractability, and empirical reliability. Meanwhile, we also assess the values of including unimodality information into DR approaches. Meanwhile, we demonstrate additional computational and performance benefits from our new OPS techniques and the offline approximation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce some fundamental concepts and generalize the results regarding DRCC formulations in [28] . In Section III, we introduce the OPS problem for the sandwich approximations of DR chance constraints. In Section IV, we test all the proposed approaches, algorithms, and newly developed techniques, compare with conventional methodologies and analyze the case study results. We specifically discuss the trade-offs and values of adding unimodality into momentbased DR optimization. Section V concludes the paper.
II. DISTRIBUTIONALLY ROBUST REFORMULATIONS
In this section, we first introduce the key fundamentals and our interested ambiguity sets in the DR reformulation. Note that the theoretical results in this section are from [28] with minor generalizations.
A. Fundamentals
In this paper, we assume the constraints under the uncertainty can be transformed into
where x ∈ R n represents the vector of decision variables and a(x) : R n → R l and b(x) : R n → R represent two affine functions of x. Uncertainty ξ ∈ R l represents a random vector defined on probability space (R l , B l , P ξ ) with Borel σ-algebra B l and probability distribution P ξ . The relationships that a(x) and b(x) are affine in x are widely assumed in practical engineering problems (e.g., DC OPF).
To manage uncertain violations in (1), we can directly require that the constraint is satisfied with at least a probability threshold 1 − . This leads to the following chance constraint:
where 1− normally takes a large value (e.g., 0.99 [30] , [31] ).
B. Ambiguity Sets
Here, we introduce the two types of ambiguity sets we will consider in the DR reformulation, These sets are defined as combinations of moment and unimodality information. For unimodality, we consider the following generalized multivariate α unimodality.
Definition II.1. (α-Unimodality [32] ) For any fixed α > 0, a probability distribution P on R m is called α-unimodal with mode 0 if t α P(B/t) is non-decreasing in t > 0 for every Borel set B ∈ B n .
From the definition, we notice that α determines the shape of the unimodal distribution. When α = l = 1, the definition coincides with the classical univariate unimodality with mode 0. When α = l > 1, the density function of ξ (if exists) peaks at the mode 0 and is non-increasing along any rays starting from the mode. As α → ∞, the requirement of unimodality gradually relaxes until disappears. Under Definition II.1, we define the our ambiguity sets:
Moment information only:
Moment and unimodality information:
where P l α and P l denote all probability distributions on R l with and without the requirement of α-unimodality respectively; µ and Σ denote the first and second moments of ξ; and M(ξ) = m means that the true mode value of ξ is m. Next, before we introduce the DR reformulations, we will discuss the minor generalizations. In [28] , the results are derived assuming the mode is at the origin. Without loss of generality, we can reformulate (1) as a(x) (ξ − m) ≤ b(x) − a(x) m with ξ − m as our new random vector whose mode is at the origin and apply the results in accordingly. Meanwhile, we also require the following assumptions.
Assumption II.1. For U ξ , we assume that
Both assumptions are standard in the related literature [28] , [33] - [35] . Assumption II.1 ensures that the corresponding D i ξ = ∅. Assumption II.2 ensures that the constraint is satisfied at the mode. Furthermore, we assume < 0.5 and α ≥ 1, since in practice the uncertainties will at least be univariateunimodal.
C. DR reformulations with D ξ
In this section, we consider DR chance constraint with D ξ :
and give its exact reformulation in SOCP. 
D. DR Chance Constraint with U ξ
In this section, we consider DR chance constraint with U ξ :
and we give the corresponding SOCP-based exact reformulation with its efficient solving algorithm and the asymptotic sandwich approximations by generalizing the results in [28] . 1) Exact Reformulations:
can be exactly reformulated as
Since parameter τ has an infinite number of choices, the reformulation in Theorem II.2 also involves an infinite number of SOC constraints. To solve an optimization problem with (8), we give the following iterative algorithm Algorithm 1 based on the step of separation. Note that we assume the reformulated optimization problem in Step 1 can be solved directly. Step 1: Solve the reformulated optimization problem with (8) using τ j for all j = 0, . . . , i − 1 and obtain optimal solution x * i . All τ j values are collected from previous iterations;
Step 2 (Separation): Find worst case τ * that result in the largest violation of (8) 
Then we have the following: 
whose objective function is strongly convex. The minimizer can be efficiently found through golden section search in the interval [τ 0 , τ u ] where
In other words, if x * i can violate (8), the largest violation happens at τ * given in Proposition II.1.
2) Asymptotic Sandwich Approximations:
We notice that solving the exact reformulation can be cumbersome since we might have to deal with many separation problems and iterations. Hence, it is reasonable to have the sandwich approximations to bound the true objective value from both lower and upper directions. The approximations are asymptotic since they will converge to the true objective costs with more inputs. The results are as follows. [28] ) For given integer K ≥ 1, and real number τ 0 ≤ n 1 < n 2 . . . < n K ≤ ∞, (7) implies the SOC constraints
Proposition II.2. Relaxed Approximation (Proposition 4 in
Proposition II.3. Conservative Approximation (Proposition 5 in [28] ) For given integer K ≥ 2, and real number τ 0 = n 1 < n 2 . . . < n K = ∞, we define a piece-wise linear function containing (K − 1) pieces:
Denote q 1 = τ 0 and q 2 < . . . < q K−1 represent the (K − 2) breakpoints of function g(τ ). Then, (7) is implied by the SOC constraints
The converging performance of the sandwich approximation is directly affected by the selection of n k for all k = 1, . . . , K.
In [28] , we proposed to use an on-line parameter selection scheme by using the worst case τ * values from the separation problem in Algorithm 1. However, these values are optimal for the relaxed approximation (see Theorem II.2) but they do not have any direct relations to the conservative approximation. In later section, we will propose a new off-line version of OPS problem for the conservative approximation.
Remark: On the other hand, if the decision makers are more interested in the violation magnitude rather than violation probability, we can use other risk measures such as conditional value at risk (CVaR) which evaluates the conditional expectation of a(x) ξ − b(x) on the right tail of its distribution. The details of solving DR CVaR constrained problem under D ξ or U ξ are discussed in [37] and [28] respectively.
III. OPTIMAL PARAMETER SELECTION
In this section, we define an OPS problem for the conservative approximation of the DR chance constraint. Based on [28] , q k 's in Proposition II.3 define the break points of a concave PWL function g(τ ) that outer approximates the nonlinear function
Hence, equivalently we can relate the OPS problem to finding the optimal PWL outer approximation. Conventional approaches on finding optimal PWL approximation have been thoroughly discussed in [38] - [40] . They are not applicable to our problem because they do not consider outer approximation and assume the function has bounded domain. Based on their work, we make the following specific extensions for our OPS problem: 1) We give the optimality and existence guarantee for the optimal PWL outer approximation of a bounded concave function with unbounded domain. In addition, the idea can be easily applied to problem with bounded domain, convex functions, and inner approximations. 2) We give an heuristic searching algorithm to find the optimal approximation.
A. Optimality and Existence
First we define what is an "optimal" PWL approximation in our problem. Given a differentiable concave function v(τ ) on τ ∈ [τ , ∞) where τ is finite (otherwise v(τ ) can not be concave). Further we assume v(τ ) is bounded within domain to exclude the extreme cases such that the optimal solution does not exist. Denote an |S|-piece PWL outer approximation h(τ ) = min s∈S d s τ + f s where S represents the index set of the pieces and d s is non-increasing with increasing s (i.e., h(τ ) is concave). We further define h s (τ ) represents the s-th piece in h(τ ). Suppose the domain of each piece in h(τ ) as H s , then the error e of these two functions can be defined as the largest distance between these two functions
Hence, the optimal solution describes the |S|-piece approximation that minimizes e. Next, we discuss the optimality condition such that: if there exists a PWL solution satisfying this condition then this solution is optimal. To start, we give the following lemma based on a simple setting.
The proof is neglected as the underlying idea is intuitive. If h(τ ) is tangent to v(τ ) at a different point from the current optimal selection, e will inevitably increase. Meanwhile, v(τ ) is bounded since it has a bounded domain and it needs to be differentiable and concave. From this simple example, we observe that the optimality condition requires a tangent relationship and compares the distance between h(τ ) and v(τ ) at the end points of the domain. Next, we show that for multipiece approximation (i.e., |S| ≥ 1), similar results can be attained.
The last piece of h(τ ) (i.e., when s = |S|) has to be tangent to v(τ ) at τ = ∞ with zero slope.
2) Each pieces of h(τ ) is tangent to v(τ ).
3) At all |S| break points and end point (i.e., τ ) of h(τ ), the distances between h(τ ) and v(τ ) are equal. The proof is given in Appendix A.
Next, we show that, given the same v(τ ), there always exist a h(τ ) that satisfies all three statements in Theorem III.1.
, there always exist an |S|-piece PWL function h(τ ) = min s∈S d s τ + f s that satisfies all three statements in Theorem III.1. The proof is given in Appendix B.
B. Searching Algorithm
Here we provide a heuristic searching algorithm Algorithm 2 to solve for the optimal |S|-piece PWL approximation of f (τ ) on [τ 0 , ∞) in (14) . The algorithm is modified from the recursive descent algorithm in [39] . Before we give the algorithm, we define the following notations:
• I: max number of iteration; • δ: percentage tolerance as termination criteria;
For iteration i, the current first |S| − 1 pieces of the |S|-piece PWL outer approximation of f (τ ). We exclude the last zero-slope piece since it is trivial. h i s (τ ) represents the s-th linear function in the PWL approximation.
• B i ∈ R |S| : For iteration i, all the break points and end points in h i (τ ). B i s represents the s-th entry;
For iteration i, all the tangent points between h(τ ) and f (τ ). T i s represents the s-th entry;
Define the "true" error between last zero-slope piece and
represents the s-th entry;
• ∆ ∈ R I : the step size for all iterations. ∆ i represents the i-th entry. 
Step 3:
combined with the zero-slope last piece as the optimal solution; ELSE GOTO Step 4;
Step 4:
, and GOTO Step 5; ELSE GOTO Step 5;
Step 5: For all s = 1, ..., |S| − 1,
In the initialization step, tol, ∆, B i is based on the same derivations in [39] . When the algorithm terminates, the optimal break points B * can be used in the Proposition II.3 that leads to an off-line conservative approximation
IV. CASE STUDIES A. Simulation Setup
We consider similar DC OPF problem with uncertain wind generation as in [28] . We assume that the system has N W wind power plants with wind forecast errorw ∈ R N W (each element is represented asw i ), N G generators, and N B buses. The wind forecast error will be compensated by generator reserves. Design variables include generation P G ∈ R N G , up and down reserve capacities
N G , which determines how much real-time reserve each generator provides to balance the overall wind forecast error. The full problem formulation is given below.
where
, and C R ∈ R N G are cost parameters. Constraint (18a) bounds the power flow by the line limits P l . The power flow is calculated from the power injections P inj in (18c) and the parameter matrix A based on admittance and network connection. Constraint (18b) computes the real-time reserve value R G that is bounded by the reserve capacities R dn G and R up G in (18e). In (18c), P f W is the wind forecast, P L is the load, and C G , C W , and C L are matrices that map generators, wind power plants, and loads to buses; (18d) bounds generation within its limits [P G , P G ]; (18f), (18g) enforce power balance with and without wind forecast error; and (18h), (18i) ensure all decision variables are non-negative.
We test our approaches on modified IEEE 118-bus and 300-bus systems with network and cost parameters from [41] . We set C R = 10C 2 . We add wind power plants to all generation buses to create high uncertainty dimension. Meanwhile, for high wind penetration, we add in total 400/2000 MW wind forecast generation for 118/300-bus system respectively. Specifically, we scale the wind forecast data so that the forecast generation on each generation buses is proportional to its generation limit.
For uncertainty data, we also consider two sources with distinct properties: a) Data Source 1 (DS1): We use the same wind forecast and error scenarios as in [6] . The data are generated based on Markov-Chain Monte Carlo mechanism [42] based on real wind power forecast and actual data from Germany. The data has good forecast with small error-forecast ratio. For each wind bus, we randomly selected the wind errors from the same wind data pool without spatial correlation. b) Data Source 2 (DS2): The RE-Europe data set [43] contains hourly wind forecasts and realizations based on European energy system and has strong spatio-temporal correlations. However, the raw data set contains poor forecast values (i.e., extreme error-forecast ratio). Hence, we apply a scaling and filter to scale down the forecast error while maintaining its distribution shape and correlations. The details are demonstrated in Appendix C.
We solve all optimization problems using CVX with the Mosek solver [44] , [45] . We set = 5% and α = 1. The latter is valid because, in general, wind forecast error vector is also marginally unimodal (details in Appendix D). For data input, we use 5000/8000 randomly generated data points for 118/300-bus system to construct D ξ and U ξ . More data is needed for 300-bus system since the uncertainty dimension is larger. In addition, we use 15/20 bins to determine the loca- tions of mode m for DS1/DS2 by identifying the highest bin in the histogram. Further, we randomly select same number of data points to run out-of-sample tests to evaluate reliability. We define the reliability as the percentage of wind forecast errors for which all chance constraints are satisfied. To guarantee the credibility of the result, we perform 3 parallel tests by randomly reselect the data input.
As benchmark, we consider the following conventional approaches:
• Probabilistically robust method [9] : The method enforces the constraints affected by uncertainties to be robust against a scenario-based set. This set is constructed priorly using sufficient number of randomly selected uncertainty realizations.
• Analytical reformulation with Gaussian assumption [4] , [5] , [7] : Here, we assume the uncertainty follows a multivariate normal distribution given the data-driven moment information. Then all the chance constraints can be exactly reformulated as SOCPs.
B. Results 1) Convergence of Algorithm 2:
Here, we demonstrate the convergence performance of Algorithm 2 under different S values. In Fig. 1 , we observe that when |S| increases, the optimal approximation error e will decrease and the total number of iteration grows almost linearly. In addition, the algorithm also demonstrates a fast convergence rate at different |S| values although it is heuristic.
2) Costs, Computational time, and Reliability: Here, we compare probabilistically robust method (PR), analytical reformulation under Gaussian assumption (GA), DR approach with only moment information (DR-M), and DR approach with both moment and unimodality information (DR-U) on objective costs, reliability, and the overall computational requirement. The results are summarized in Table . To quantify the comparisons, we define a percentage difference (Diff) on objective cost and reliability against our benchmarks PR and GA as they normally bounds the other approaches. Specifically, we define Diff of GA to be 0 and Diff of PR to be 100%. Diffs of other approaches are calculated as (X-GA)/(PR-GA) where X can be result of DR-M or DR-U. Next, we define the improvement (Improv) of a certain approach to be the ratio of its Diff on reliability to its Diff on cost. Both PR and GA have Improvs of 1 (i.e., we assume 0/0 = 1 for GA). If the Improv of a certain approach is large, we conclude that this approach has better trade-off between cost and reliability than PR and GA benchmarks. Specifically, it means the approach achieves high reliability with low cost increment.
From Table I , we see that, at any system dimensions and data sets, PR provides overly conservative results with highest objective costs and 100% reliability far from our pre-defined probability level of 95%. GA provides the least conservative results with lowest objective costs and lowest reliability that always violates the 95% requirement. For DR-U and DR-M, their costs and reliability are between PR and GA and satisfy the 95% requirement. Specifically, DR-U provides higher objective costs and higher reliability since it only considers moment information in the ambiguity sets. If we compare the Diff and Improv of DR-U and DR-M, we conclude DR-U provides the best trade-off in terms of cost and reliability and hence has the best solution quality. In terms of computation time, GA, PR, and DR-M finishes in single run and DR-U requires an iterative solving algorithm and hence takes the longest computational time. As system dimension increases, we observe the resulted computational burdens but similar relationships between approaches still remain. Comparing DS1 and DS2, solutions from DS1 are more stable with less deviations over the parallel tests. Meanwhile, cost Diffs and simulation time from DS1 are much smaller than the ones from DS2 but reliability Diffs and Improvs are much larger.
3) Convergence of Algorithm 1: Here, we analyze the computational performance of Algorithm 1 as well as its approximate solutions within the iterations. Table II summarizes the time percentage of separation (i.e., Step 2 in Algorithm 1), and the total number of iterations. The rest of the time percentage is used to solve for optimal solutions as in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. We observe that generally DS2 requires larger number of iterations than DS1 and 300-bus system requires heavier computational effort in the separation step than 118-bus system.
We further use the 4 test cases with maximum number of iterations in each group of Bus/ Data Set combinations to analyze the time decomposition in each iteration as shown in Fig. 2 . We see that, in all the cases, the time of the separation step almost remains constant. With larger number of iterations, the overall simulation time slightly increases as more constraints are added in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Additionally, cases with 300-bus system or DS2 requires longer simulation time in each iteration.
We have shown that the exact solution of DR-M normally requires long simulation time. Next, we check if the solutions from inner iterations can be good approximates of the final optimal solution. As an example, we use 36-iteration test case in 118/DS2 and calculate its reliability and optimality gap as shown in Fig. 3 . We observe that solutions from inner iterations (i.e., lower bound approximation) are not suitable to approximate the final solution. The reason is that even at low optimality gap (< 1%), it may have disastrous reliability (< 70%). In addition, we also observe that higher objective cost does not always guarantee higher reliability in out-ofsample tests.
4) Conservative Approximations and OPS:
In this section, we provide several other options to approximate the optimal solutions by using the conservative approximation together with OPS. We propose 5 different options to carry out conservative approximation: Given K in Proposition II.3:
• UB [28] : an on-line approach that uses the worst case τ * on the violated constraints from the separation problem in Algorithm 1 for all iterations before K − 1.
• OPS0: an on-line approach that uses the OPS solutions |S| = K − 1 on the violated constraints from the separation problem in Algorithm 1.
• OPS1: an off-line approach that uses the OPS solutions |S| = K − 1 on all the chance constraints.
• OPS2: an aggregated version of OPS0 that use all the OPS solutions with 1 ≤ |S| ≤ K − 1.
• OPS3: an aggregated version of OPS1 that use all the OPS solutions with 1 ≤ |S| ≤ K − 1. Note that if |S| = 1, solution of Algorithm 2 trivially coincides with Proposition II.3 with K = 2. Next, we use the same 4 test cases with maximum number of iterations in each group of bus/ data set combinations to analyze their overall performance. For UB, we check solutions resulted from all iterations in the separation problem. For OPS0/1/2/3 options, we limit |S| ≤ 5 for 118-bus system and |S| ≤ 4 for 300-bus system. Figure 4 shows the comparison of conservative approximations on 118-bus system with DS1. For objective cost, UB fails to converge into 1% optimality gap as K increases to the maximum number of iterations. OPS0 and OPS1 demonstrate better convergence rate and optimality gap but fails to guarantee a cost reduction as |S| increases. The reason is that the OPS solution for smaller |S| values is not a subset of the OPS solution for larger |S|. On the other hand, we also see that OPS2 and OPS3 show similar convergence rate as well as nonincreasing costs as |S| increases since they aggregate the OPS solutions. In addition, OPS1 and OPS3 successfully converge to 1% optimality gap when |S| ≥ 2. In terms of simulation time, we observe that all the approximation solutions except the last solutions of UB/OPS0/OPS1 take less time than exactly solving the DR-U (483.4s). Specifically, the off-line OPS options: OPS1 and OPS3 show overall faster simulation time than the other on-line options. Actually, the first few solutions in OPS1 and OPS3 even take similar amount of time as the single-run approaches (i.e., GA, PR, and DR-M). Online options UB/OPS0/OPS2 show linear relationship between simulation time and K − 1 or |S|. However, the simulation time in OPS1 and OPS3 grows faster as |S| increases. For reliability, all the approximation solutions satisfy the 95% level and follow the tendency of the optimality gap. Next, if we shift to 300-bus system as shown in Fig. 5 , similar properties can be observed except that the simulation time of OPS1 and OPS3 grows beyond the off-line options when |S| ≥ 3. Hence, to approximate the optimal solution of DR-U, we can either use off-line options with small |S| or on-line options. They both have small optimality gap, high reliability and much less simulation time than solving DR-U (2263.6s). Figure 6 show similar test results on 118-bus system with DS2. For objective cost, with more iterations needed, UB shows much slower convergence rate and larger initial optimality gap 25% that it converges to 1% optimality gap when K − 1 = 35. Meanwhile, all OPS options shows excellent convergence rate even if we limit |S| ≤ 5. On-line options OPS 0 and OPS 2 converge when |S| = 2 with optimality gap < 5%. Off-line options OPS1 and OPS3 continues to achieve better optimality gap around 1% as |S| increases to limits. For simulation time, since we limit |S| ≤ 5. All OPS options are much faster than the UB or exactly solving the DR-U (3815.9s). Among the OPS options, similar linear and nonlinear properties are observed as in Fig. 4 . For reliability, we see all options still satisfy the 95% probability level and the UB reliability converges faster than its optimality gap. The reliability of all the OPS options follow its optimality gap tendency. However, we also observe two interesting results that: OPS0 and OPS2 has same costs when |S| ≥ 2 but OPS0 has higher reliability. OPS1 has lower cost than OPS0 and OPS2 but has higher reliability. Next, we check 300-bus system with DS2 as shown in Fig. 7 . We observe similar properties as in Fig. 6 and all on-line and off-line options give solutions with better performance much faster than solving DR-U (15720.6s). We also see changes on the simulation time difference between the on-line and off-line options similar to Fig. 5 due to the increase on problem dimension. Further, we also see an oscillation on the reliability of UB which is similar to Fig. 3 which shows that reliability is not always driven by the cost. In addition to the results above, we also observe that conservative approximations on results from DS1 generally has smaller optimality gap than DS2. The simulation time advantages of the off-line options start to decrease when system dimension increases. In general, we can see that, conservative approximations are suitable to approximate the optimal solution since they can have smaller optimality gaps and higher reliability. Especially With OPS, we are able to use the off-line approximations or improve the on-line approximations to achieve better convergence rate and highquality approximate solutions with less simulation time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed multiple DRCC methodologies by incorporating the unimodality information into the momentbased ambiguity sets. Specifically, we gave the exact reformulation and its efficient solving algorithm based on step of separation as well as an asymptotic sandwich approximation. Both reformulation and approximation are in SOC constraints. Furthermore, we defined a new optimal parameter selection problem that determines the optimal setup of the conservative approximations and provided mathematical support and solving algorithm. To evaluate the proposed approaches and ideas, we compared with probabilistically robust method, analytical reformulation under Gaussian assumption, and DRCC approach with only moment information. As simulation setup, we performed case studies on modified IEEE 118/300-bus system using two wind uncertainty data sets. We observed that including unimodality information in moment-based DRCC approach greatly improves the trade-off between objective costs and reliability compared with other approaches but also require longer simulation time due to the separation algorithm takes more iterations than single-run approaches. Detail analysis also shows that in separation algorithm, the computation effort almost maintains at the same level through iterations. Additionally, if we want to find optimal approximate efficiently, conservative approximations are more reliable than relaxed approximation. Furthermore, with optimal parameter selection, we are able to develop multiple on-line and off-line options that outperforms the existing conservative approximation approach by providing solutions with low optimal gap, satisfied reliability level, and much less simulation time.
As future work, we are interested in comparing distributionally robust approaches using different ambiguity sets. Meanwhile, we will study their performances on optimization problems other than OPF and try to further improve the performance of current distributionally robust approaches.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM III.1 Statement 1: since v(τ ) is bounded and concave with an unbounded domain, we are certain that v(τ ) is non-decreasing and its slope converges to zero as τ → ∞. In addition, since the last piece of h(τ ) is a linear function. It must have zero slope otherwise it will either goes to ∞ or cut v(τ ) as τ → ∞. Meanwhile, it should be tangent to v(τ ) (i.e., asymptote to v(τ )) otherwise you can shift it down and obtain smaller e. Statement 2: since v(τ ) is non-decreasing, we know d s ≥ 0 for all s ∈ S otherwise the last piece will cut v(τ ). Hence, if any piece of h(τ ) is not tangent to v(τ ), we can start by shifting any non-touching pieces in h(τ ) down until it touches the v(τ ) at a single point. Then, all the pieces in h(τ ) will either be tangent to v(τ ) or cross (τ , v(τ )) with a larger slope than v (τ ). If it is the later case, we can rotate the piece until it is tangent at τ . Both of the movements will guarantee to reduce e.
Statement 3: we prove with contradiction. Assume we have a h 1 (τ ) satisfying all three statements with equal distances e 1 (i.e., also the largest distance) at all break points, we want to show there does not exist a h 2 (τ ) satisfying Statements 1 and 2 but has the largest distance e 2 < e 1 . Compare h 2 (τ ) and v(τ ), the largest distance only happens at all the break points or τ . Hence, this means all the pieces excluding the last one of h 2 (τ ) have to be tangent at a smaller value than h 1 but this will always make the distance on the LBP larger than e 1 since the last piece has to satisfy the Statement 2. In other words, you can not reduce all the distance at the break points strictly smaller than e 1 . This contradicts with our assumption e 2 < e 1 and hence h 1 (τ ) gives us the optimal largest distance. 1 , ∞], we can't use the single-piece approximation but need a slack piece tangent to v(τ ) at τ = ∞. With the slack piece, we can achieve Statement 3 similar to Proposition III.1.
Next, we assume that for all L ⊆ [τ , ∞), we can realize Statement 3 with the C-piece PWL approximation. Similarly, if L = [l 1 , ∞], we need a slack piece tangent to v(τ ) at τ = ∞. We need to prove the same property holds with the C + 1-piece approximation. a) Case 1 L = [l 1 , l 2 ]: If we increase the piece number from C to C + 1, we will have an additional break point in the approximation. Denote the LBP before l 2 as B C , we perform the optimal C-piece approximation and singlepiece approximation (i.e., satisfying Statement 3) on [l 1 , B C ] and [B C , l 2 ] respectively with errors e C and e S . When B C increases from l 1 and l 2 , e C increases from zero to its possible maximum value and e S decreases from its possible maximum value to zero. Hence, we claim that there exists a B C ∈ [l 1 , l 2 ] such that e C = e S > 0 and the combined approximation has C + 1 pieces. b) Case 2 L = [l 1 , ∞]: We start with the optimal Cpiece approximation (i.e., satisfying Statement 3) under our assumption with error e C . Denote the LBP as B L . On [l 1 , B L ], the current approximation is also optimal. Next, we add a new piece by perform an optimal single-piece approximation on [B L , ∞] with error e L . Similar to Case 1, there exists a B L ∈ [l 1 , l 2 ] such that e C = e L > 0 and the combined approximation has C + 1 pieces.
Hence, with any finite piece number, we can always construct an optimal PWL approximation satisfying all three statements.
APPENDIX C STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND FILTER ON DS2
First, we demonstrate the poor forecast quality in DS2 by showing the distribution of error-forecast ratio for an instance node. Intuitively, this error is lower bounded by −100%. In  Fig. 8 , we see that the original data contains extreme outliers as well as large forecast error within the 25-75 percent quantile box.
To obtain usable data for simulations while maintaining the distribution, we first scale all the wind errors down by 60% and filter out extreme error points that is larger than 100% of the corresponding forecast values. The resulted histogram and the box plot are shown in Fig. 9 and demonstrate a more reasonable range and distribution.
APPENDIX D VALIDATION OF UNIMODALITY
Here, we validate the unimodality of the wind forecast error from DS1 and DS2 using 5000 data samples. In Figs. 10 and 11, we present the histograms of univariate and bivariate wind forecast errors with 15/20 bins for DS1/DS2. In general, both figures empirically justify our assumption that the probability distribution of wind forecast errors is unimodal and satisfies Assumption II.1. Furthermore, we also observe that the distribution of DS2 is more skewed than DS1.
